
  

NAME VECHOOR - Analog Multichorus 
  

KEY FEATURES TRUE BYPASS 
Voltage polarization autodetection 
Two operating modes (chorus and enhancer) 
3 characters of chorus effect 

  

OVERVIEW The guitar multichorus effect is a unique composition of two analog chorus circuits. The ability to switch 
the character of the effect - normal, modern A, modern B. Option to adjust the depth of the chorus effect. 

  

FULL DESCRIPTION The VECHOOR Mk -2 is a CHORUS/FLANGER effect designed with two independent analog chorus circuits. 
Both circuits work simultaneously and create a unique sound spectrum. Each of them is using a different 
type of modulation and its own sound characteristic which makes the sound of the instrument extremely 
moldable and saturated. 
 
There are two separate control shaping systems : CHORUS and ENHANCER .As a result, at the output of the 
effect we are obtaining three mixed signals : the original sound plus CHORUS and ENHANCER - CHORUS . 
The combination of these three elements gives the impression of polyphone. The most characteristic 
feature of VECHOOR MK- 2 is that its sound modulation is very mild and aligned, harmonics saturation is 
very natural. 
 
Vechoor's output allows MONO or STEREO configuration settings. 
 
CONTROLS: 
DEPTH - determines the degree of CHORUS modulation 
MODE - three way mode selector switch: 
NORMAL - classic chorus 
Modern-A 
Modern-B 
ENHANCER - adjustment of the chorus level, expanding polyphone sound in the low registers 
RATE - controls speed of CHORUS modulation 
DETUNE - determines the degree of CHORUS and ENHANCER detuning   

PARAMETERS 
 

CATEGORY GUITAR EFFECT 

POWER SUPPLY 9-12 V 

TRUE BYPASS YES 

FOOTSWITCH 1 

COMPRESSOR - 

DC ASSISTANT YES 

POLARITY AUTO 
DETECTION 

YES 

HEIGHT (mm) | (in) 55 | 2,16 

WIDTH (mm) | (in) 96 | 3,78 

DEPTH (mm) | (in) 144 | 5,67 

HEIGHT (kg) | (lbs) 0,5 | 1,1 

WARRANTY 2 

MANUFACTURER  
Taurus products are designed and hand-made in Poland. Adam Kozakiewicz, the founder of Taurus 
Amplification, musician, sound engineer and electronics engineer, has been providing the market with the 
best and fully professional music equipment for 35 years. Manual processing and control, guarantee the 
best quality and full satisfaction. 

 


